Digital @ RBL Bank

Presentation at DigitalBCG Asia Pacific Conference

The RBL Bank Journey

Question in 2011

How do you rebuild an old bank
against the backdrop of
competition that is
50-100x of who you are?
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Been There, Done That!!

Do it the way the leaders have
done it for 20 years and have
created an impressive
franchises…..
but…...
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Doesn’t Work As Well

Challenge for us in 2014,
as we were foreseeing a world of fast pace
change but; having no well-established
brand, branch network, low-cost deposits.
How do you build customers and
services that can compete effectively
with more established banks?
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Something Was Changing
Reforms from the Government & RBI

Advent of the “Promiscuous” Customer
•

•

Changing regulatory
framework

•
•

JAM play

Fintech
Developments in Digital Infra

Smart Phone users in
India have gone up by
~4 times in last 3 yrs
391 mn smartphone
users in India; 2nd
highest in the world

Fintechs disrupting FS market
through innovative solutions
• Across wide range of topics:
payments, lending, data
analytics, wealth mgmt...
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Let’s Try Differently
Don’t have the legacy strengths of bigger banks;
don’t have the capital structure of large digital companies,
and; don’t know where this will lead us to
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How Do We Get The Bang For Our Ten Cents?

Building scale & networks

Co-Creating services and improving
customer experience

Enhanced revenues:
Reduced cost of failure, Increased efficiency

Faster time to market

Leveraging unique insights of partners
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Our Two Part Story
Traditional

Futuristic

2015
Platform company
New business model

Technology is undermining the
advantage of vertical
integration - lower transaction
cost, economies of scale
Manufacturing

Network

Diagram source: Accenture Strategy, Open for business report 2017
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Re-engineer & Re-imagine
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Create viable options for Future

Build Emerging Businesses
(& selectively abandon past)

Extend and
defend core
businesses

REIMAGINE
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Mindset More Than Tech

Traditional Bank

Hierarchy

Customers

Bank Control

API

Network

Partners

Shared Control
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Case Study 1- Credit Card
Our Top Partners
Figs in Nos.

Growth of customer base on the program
43,386
38,518

YOY Spends (in Cr) on co-branded program
733
Figs in INR Cr.
19x
489

4x

9,415

Co-branded Cards

37

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY16

FY17

FY18

 Loyalty / stickiness for brands
looking for loyalty solutions

 Use partner brand to get more
customers for the bank

Figs in Nos.

Spends + Loans (in Rs. Cr)

Growth of customer base
31,648

338

Figs in INR Cr.

18x

9x
3,322
FY17

18

FY18

FY17

FY18
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Case Study 2- Partners
mSwipe: India’s largest non-bank merchant
acquiring platform, providing an end to end card
acceptance service.

Pine Labs: Key partner in end-to-end digital
payment acceptance solutions.

Money Tap: One of India's

Capital Float: One of the largest digital

first consumer finance apps.

lending platform

“We are delighted to partner with MoneyTap to launch
India’s first app based Credit line. We have integrated
MoneyTap’s technological innovation with our own
banking system to provide a never-before 24/7
experience for users without compromising on
security and compliance issues.”
Harjeet Toor, head of Retail, small business lending and
credit cards at RBL Bank.

“While we bring to the table understanding of credit,
customer and product segments it is complemented
by Capital Float through alternate data credit models
or digital ways of reaching out to the customer. This
arrangement enables us to create a win-win for both
sides and we work with a number of players.”
Anshul Swami, Head - Retail Inclusion & Rural
Products, RBL Bank
PoS graph: Investec Securities report June 2018
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Bank For The Billion
Our Top Partners

Key Metrics
Figs in Nos.

Figs in ‘000

Number of Partners
1x

21

29.36

FY16

Figs in '000

FY17

FY16

FY18

Number of customers

FY16

Figs in million

10,248

14x
696

165.29

5x

15
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CSP- Taking Banking to the last mile

Number of CSP

4.06
FY18

FY17

FY16

FY18

Transaction Volumes
70.89

17x

2,621
FY17

57.19

13.29
FY17

FY18
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Not Without Challenges

Technology scaling up, data
ownership?
Partner or you want to go full-stack;
Philosophy of partnership severely
tested especially when you scale or
there are problems.
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What’s The Next Act?

Digital-first businesses are still
2-5% of all transactions.
Can we embed our ecosystem
model learnings into the traditional
businesses?
The world is eating software; and
how can we help the world?
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Seeing A New Playing Field Emerge

Where traditional investment structures are not very
relevant. Margins on traditional services are
collapsing as customers are empowered.
Unbundling leading to faster attrition;
But
costs and mindsets remain entrenched; change at
first is seemingly slow lulling us into complacency but
then it is quite rapid hurting our overall economics
and competitive standing
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Riding The Spirit Of Digital Banking

17
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Where it took us…
15% of unsecured loans business is sourced

#3 in AEPS
among Private players

#5 in Acquiring
~100% growth for the FY18 for merchant acquiring

digitally

Over 5000 digitally issued personal line of credits
a month

1 in every 2

#4 Ranking
MeitY Digital Performance

New accounts are digitally acquired

70%
RBL Branch Banking

RBL

#265 Branches

4.5 Mn Customers

Network

Lower Cost of Acquisition

63%
BC Network

~1.6 Lac CSPs
(Across 31 States & UTs)

10 Mn Customers

Customer txns* are through Digital channels

(70 Mn Txns)

40%
Credit Cards are acquired Digitally
*ATM, Mobile App, Internet banking and UPI 18

Everyone Has Their Creed

In the next 5 years if you are selling your products, through your channels, to your customers,
then you are doomed!
- Speaker at a #FinTech Sessions
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Disclaimer
By attending the meeting / telephonic call where this presentation is made, or by reading the presentation materials, you agree to be bound by the following limitations:
The information in this presentation has been prepared by RBL Bank Limited (the “Company”) for use in presentations by the Company and does not constitute a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company. No
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, or opinions contained herein. Neither the Company
nor any of its advisors or representatives shall have any responsibility or liability whatsoever (for negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in
connection with this presentation. The information set out herein may be subject to updating, completion, revision, verification and amendment and such information may change materially. Neither the Company nor any of
its advisors or representatives is under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein. The information communicated in this presentation contains certain statements that are or may be forward
looking. These statements typically contain words such as "will", "expects" and "anticipates" and words of similar import. By their nature forward looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to events
and depend on circumstances that will occur in the future. Any investment in securities issued by the Company will also involve certain risks. There may be additional material risks that are currently not considered to be
material or of which the Company and its advisors or representatives are unaware. Against the background of these uncertainties, readers should not unduly rely on these forward looking statements. The Company, its advisors
and representatives assume no responsibility to update forward-looking statements or to adapt them to future events or developments.
This presentation has been prepared for informational purposes only. This presentation does not constitute a prospectus under the (Indian) Companies Act, 1956 and will not be registered with any registrar of companies.
Furthermore, this presentation is not and should not be construed as an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities for sale in the India. This presentation and the information contained herein does not constitute or
form part of any offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation or invitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities of the Company, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with,
any contract or commitment whatsoever. The securities of the Company have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"), and may not be offered, sold or
delivered within the United States or to U.S. persons absent from registration under or an applicable exemption from the registration requirements of the United States securities laws. This presentation and the information
contained herein is being furnished to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person, in whole or in part. In particular, neither the information contained in this presentation
nor any copy hereof may be, directly or indirectly, taken or transmitted into or distributed in the U.S., Canada, Australia, Japan or any other jurisdiction which prohibits the same except in compliance with applicable securities
laws. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of the United States or other national securities laws. No money, securities or other consideration is being solicited, and, if sent in response to this
presentation or the information contained herein, will not be accepted.
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RBL Bank Limited
Corporate Office: One Indiabulls Centre, Tower 2B, 6th Floor,
841, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013.
Tel: (022) 022 43020600, Fax: (022) 43020520
Website: www.rblbank.com
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